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On August 03, 2023 at approximately 0941 hours, Ohio Bureau of Criminal Investigation
(BCI) Special Agents James Mulford (SA Mulford) and Kyle Douglass (SA Douglass) interviewed
Columbus Division of Police (CPD) Officer (Officer in response to an
Officer-Involved Critical Incident (OICI) that occurred between Abdisamad Mohamed Ismail
(Ismail) and CPD Officers that occurred on I-70 at the Mound Street exit, Columbus, Ohio
(Franklin County). Ismail was fatally shot as a result of the incident. CPD Officer
(Officer was also shot and transported to the hospital where he is recovering from
his injuries. The purpose of the interview was to obtain all relevant information of the incident
known or observed by this individual. Also present for the interview was Officer s union
attorney, Kate Harshman.

This interview was audio recorded, and a copy of the recording was saved electronically within
the case file. Please refer to the recording for specific quotes. The following is a summation of
the interview.

Prior to beginning the interview, SA Mulford provided Officer with a BCI "Criminal
Investigation Notification” form. SA Mulford advised BCI was conducting a criminal investigation
separate from any internal investigation that CPD may be conducting. Officer was told
his interview was voluntary and that he could stop answering questions at any time. Officer

verbally confirmed he understood the contents of the form and signed the document
further acknowledging his understanding. A copy of the signed Criminal Investigation
Notification (CIN) is attached to this report.

Attorney Kate Harshman provided SA Mulford with a written statement from Officer
regarding the OICI. Agent Mulford reviewed the statement upon receipt. Furthermore, SA
Mulford provided a printed scene sketch of the OICI scene to reference throughout the
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interview. Officer signed his statement provided to BCI, and he verified the statement
was a true and accurate depiction of the OICI incident. Please refer to Officer s
statement for further details. A copy of the signed written statement and the sketch was saved
within the case file and is attached to this report.

SA Mulford asked Officer a few follow up questions and had him confirm where he
fired his weapon based on the printed scene sketch. Officer s answers appeared to be
consistent with his written statement.

Officer wrote in his statement, “I parked the cruiser in the leftmost lane somewhat
behind the Porsche. There were two civilian cars in the middle lane to our right (south). A white
sedan that was right behind the suspect vehicle in the middle lane, east and slightly south
of our cruiser, and another vehicle, which was dark in color and almost directly to our right
(south). We were both focused on the fleeing suspects. Officer exited the cruiser from
the passenger side, which was closer to the location the running suspects had been seen going
over the concrete barrier to the south. I exited the cruiser from the driver's side (northside
of the vehicle) and quickly locked the door. I ran behind the cruiser toward the rear of the
dark-colored civilian vehicle that was to the south of my location. I heard gun shots and drew
my weapon, taking cover behind the dark-colored civilian vehicle. I heard Officer say
something like, “I’m hit.” I stood up from behind the dark-colored civilian vehicle to see that
there was a third suspect, who I had not previously seen, who was firing at Officer
Officer was now laying on the ground just north of the concrete barrier over which the
first two (2) suspects had fled. This suspect was a male black wearing a dark colored hoodie,
lighter khaki-colored pants, and a medical mask covering his face. The suspect was only a few
feet (just to the north of) Officer who was bleeding on the ground. The suspect shot
at Officer at point-blank range. I fired at the suspect. I would estimate that I shot
at the suspect 3 to 4 times from this location. I believe the suspect shot at least once in my
direction. He then moved north between the white civilian vehicle and the dark-colored civilian
vehicle. The white vehicle was just north of the dark civilian vehicle (which I was still behind)
in middle lane. I shifted to the passenger side rear of the dark civilian vehicle. I fired several
more times at the suspect. I would estimate 3 to 4 more times. The suspect attempted to gain
entry to our cruiser, which was locked, and then tried to gain entry to the white civilian car that
was directly in front (east) of the car I was taking cover behind. That vehicle was also locked
with civilians still inside. I fired over the dark-colored civilian car again at this point, but I am
unsure how many rounds I fired- maybe 1 or 2 rounds. The suspect began to run east on
I-70E on the right (south) berm. At the time, I believed he still had a weapon. I fired again from
right-hand (south) side of dark-colored civilian vehicle- maybe 3 to 4 rounds. I could see and
hear Officer continue to fire from his position on the ground right (southeast) of my
location just to the north of the concrete barrier. After running maybe 60-70 feet, the suspect
then abruptly turned and started walking back towards Officer and me in a strangely
slow and purposeful manner. I moved east up to the white civilian car and told him to “get on
the ground” several times. He did not comply and kept walking towards Officer and
me. Multiple officers were shooting at him at this point. The suspect did not appear to react at
all at first even though multiple officers were shooting at him. I was unsure whether he had a
weapon at this point or not. At one point, he had moved his hands up towards his waist with his
fists pointed towards us- he just continued to move forward seemingly unfazed by the firing."
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Officer continued in his statement, “When I exited my cruiser, I heard gun fire and
heard Officer say that he had been hit. I saw the suspect shoot at Officer
at point-blank range in what I believed was an attempt to execute him. I saw Officer
bleeding on the ground. I believe the suspect also shot at me. The suspect then attempted to
enter a police cruiser and then an occupied civilian vehicle. Finally, the suspect turned back
towards Officer and me. He was ordered repeatedly to the ground. He did not comply
and continued to walk towards us. When I fired, I did not believe that I had any other reasonable
alternative other than to fire to protect Officer the other officers who arrived, the
civilians that remained in their vehicles, and myself, as our lives were in imminent danger of
death or severe bodily harm as the suspect kept advancing upon the firing officers"

Officer had no further information. The interview concluded.

Attachments:Attachments:

Attachment # 01: 8-3-2023 Officer Interview
Attachment # 02: CIN-Officer
Attachment # 03: Signed Statement-Officer
Attachment # 04: Interview Sketch- Officer
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